
REQUIREMENTS

Proof of English language proficiency
(include test results if available, otherwise
state your English level)

A motivation letter (up to 300 words)

Proof of university enrolment

APPLY NOW

SDU University, Kaskelen,
Abylaikhan str 1/1, 040900

SUMMER SCHOOL
29 July – 12 August 2024

Email: iro@sdu.edu.kz

Tuition fees:
The standard tuition fee is 650 EUR.

Central Asian students selecting the Central
Asia & Eurasia Affairs component will be

charged 50,000 tenge.
Payment is due on the first day of summer

university.



Services Price in EUR Price in USD 

Tuition fee 650EUR 705 $

Accommodation
(Per day) 23 EUR 25$

Dining in campus
canteen 4 times a day 

(Per day)
13 EUR 15$

All inclusive
1130EUR/1200$



Tour name Description 

Natural wonders of Almaty 

In the given tour you will be better acquainted with natural wonders, national cuisine of
Kazakhstan and immerse yourself in the life of real nomads.This is a 2 day trip to several
natural places near Almaty city which includes the following route:Kolsay Lakes National

Park-unique mountain watershed consisting of three natural zones and amazing variety of
rare plants and animalsKaindy lake-is an amazing creation of nature, included in the fifteen

beautiful lakes of the planet.Charyn Canyon- is considered the Grand Canyon of
Kazakhstan. The history of Charyn Canyon stretches back 12 million years when the river
started slowly eroding the stone around it. The oldest, darkest layers at the bottom of the

canyons are volcanic lava rocks

North Kazakhstan 

North Kazakhstan is a place where the landscape starts to slowly change from dry steppe
into a more wet area with forests and lakes. In addition to Astana, the area offers several

natural wonders in BorovoeCity tour in Astana:Expo Nur Alem Khan ShatyrBaiterek
tower Astana opera and ballet theater Palace of Peace and Accord Nursultan

Mosque Borovoe is a  State National Natural Park is a unique Kazakh landscape that
combines beautiful lakes, coniferous forests as well as hotels and healing resorts. It is

located 250 km north from Astana and called an oasis of the Kazakh steppes. 

South Kazakhstan 

South Kazakhstan is culturally close to Uzbekistan and has been in history part of
the Southern kingdoms that ruled in the area. The area has the best preserved

ancient cities in Kazakhstan with the muslim type mausoleums and other religious
buildings. Turkistan is a Silk Road town, which contains the most impressive

monuments and most important pilgrimage sites of Kazakhstan, including the
Timurid Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed AassauiShymkent  is located along the river

badam originating from the nearby high mountains at the border of Kyrgyzstan and
due to the location as a trading place of the Great Silk Road Shymkent has many

marvelous buildings that were created throughout the years of the silk trade..

Uzbekistan 
Uzbekistan tours are all about the amazing old Silk Road cities and their beautiful

monuments or even older signs of culture from a thousand year
backTashkent Samarkand Bukhara 

TOURS


